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MISSION STATEMENT

VISION STATEMENT

The purpose of the CFA Society of Chicago is to meet the

As the world’s first investment analysts’ society, the CFA

professional needs of its members: Chartered Financial

Society of Chicago strives to be the pre-eminent associa-

Analysts and other investment professionals. The CFA

tion of Chartered Financial Analysts and other investment

Society of Chicago serves these needs by creating pro-

professionals. The CFA Society of Chicago has long

grams, disseminating information, providing services of

collaborated closely with allied groups linked by the CFA

direct benefit to members, and promoting adherence to

Institute (formerly AIMR).

the highest ethical and professional standards.
Ths CFA Society of Chicago effectively, and with fiscal discipline, delivers quality programs and services fostering
			

approved September, 2004

the development and application of technical skills and
ethical practices within the profession and by the individual practitioner. The CFA Society of Chicago enables its
members to serve as mutual sources of support directed
at their attainment of the highest professional standards.

The talent and integrity of the CFA Society of Chicago’s
members are recognized throughout the investment
community. Their expertise and dedication are sought by
both institutional and individual investors across the full
range of economic and financial issues.

			

approved September, 2004
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The Year in Review
Nick Ronalds, CFA
President, 2004-2005
Our Society’s essential mission is to provide benefits for you—our members—enhancing both your career and other areas of your life.
Keeping this my foremost priority during my 2004-05 presidential tenure, I believe we notched some successes. I wish I could take all
the credit, but fortunately, I cannot! One of the great pleasures of volunteering for CFA Society of Chicago is the chance to work with a
lot of smart, talented, and committed individuals. Our 12 Advisory Groups chairs and their teams of volunteers provided the creativity
and energy that resulted in an outstanding range of activities. Our Board of Directors has some of the keenest minds in our industry,
and their guidance is a resource beyond measure. Finally, our full-time CEO, Jill Epstein, brought a degree of executive efficiency that
multiplied the effectiveness of everyone involved.
To highlight the year’s achievements Events
The Academic Programs Division continued to consistently feature our industry’s leading lights as luncheon speakers. Most luncheons
had near capacity audiences with quite a few sold out. Our special educational conference last March on “The Latest in Equity and
Fixed Income Research,” with its star-studded array of industry thought leaders, also sold out.
We introduced a new concept with the members-only quarterly Investment Exchange Forums, which proved to be very popular. And,
in its first full year, the C.F.A. (“Cultivating Female Ambition”) Advisory Group held events to promote the participation of women in our
industry and recognize their contributions.
To promote a healthy balance of work and play—and networking opportunities--we introduced more social events for the fun of it, such
as cut-rate tickets for Bulls games and Happy Hours that included two suburban receptions.
Job and Career
Our industry is going through challenging times and here, too, the Society strives to assist you. The Job Placements Advisory Group
marketed the members-only job-postings site to targeted employers and succeeded in raising the number of postings and increasing
member career opportunities. The Career Management Advisory Group held four events for sharpening your recruitment skills in the
competitive job market. The Technology Advisory Group turned our website’s “links” section into one of the best financial links resources on the web.
We raised the profile of the Society and the CFA brand by promoting our events more effectively in the media. And at the June 2005
business meeting we changed our name from the Investment Analysts Society of Chicago to the CFA Society of Chicago, dramatically
increasing our name recognition in Chicago and nationally.
Some Numbers
Numbers help tell the story. Membership ended the fiscal year (end-June 2005) up 7.1% at 2995 members, with participation in
Society events increasing 23%. Perhaps most impressive is the number of “unique” members attending Society events: 1151 different
members attended an event in 2004-2005, up 25% from the prior year. These statistics suggests a growing proportion of members
finding value in our offerings.
All Advisory Groups do work critical to our success. I hope you will review their stories in the “Activity Reports” elsewhere in this Annual
Report.
Finances
Your Society leadership is acutely aware of its role as fiduciaries. Our obligation is to generate value for your dues while being fiscally
prudent. Dues have been steady for two years. Last year we offered several free events, including the luncheon presentation by CFA
Institute President Jeff Diermeier. The Research Symposium in March equaled in quality the best available industry conferences at a
fraction of their price for our members. We will continue to strive to offer that kind of value while realizing the benefits of operating efficiencies and maintaining suitable capital reserves.
In closing, I would like to thank our Board, its Officers, and the Advisory Chairs members for their energy, creativity, and support. It’s
been a privilege working with them.
Respectfully submitted,
Nick Ronalds, CFA
Past President, CFA Chicago
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Carmen A. Heredia-Lopez,
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Fortaleza Asset Mgmt

Luncheon Programs
David L. Frank, CFA
Liberty Wanger Asset
Mgmt, LP

Candidate Services
Carson J. Boneck
Charles Schwab Capital
Markets
Career Management
Judith V. Malter, CFA
Fitch Ratings
Communications
Gregory G. Gocek, CFA
Education Seminars
Gautam Dhingra, CFA
High Pointe Capital
Management, LLC
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Joseph R. Knecht, CFA
Harris N.A.
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Shay Assets Mgmt
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Northern Trust Global
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CFA SOCIETY OF CHICAGO
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
The Leadership Council provides former CFA Society of Chicago (CFASC) leaders and current business executives the
opportunity to network, exchange ideas, and contribute to the
first-established U.S. investment analysts society.
Membership is comprised of approximately 30-40 persons.
Approximately 5-10 are former CFASC leaders and the
remainder are current Chicago-area business leaders. All
members are invited to serve by the CFASC Nominations Subcommittee. Membership does not require dues or financial
contributions to CFASC.
A highlight of every meeting is a presentation on the investment industry/profession by a prominent speaker. This year,
Jeffrey Diermeier, CFA, CEO of CFA Institute and a CFASC
member, blended his remarks to cover current markets and
CFA Institute. Mr. Diermeier noted that the ethical and professional standards upon which the organization was built are
taking hold worldwide. Good ethics is good business and consequently, the CFA Charter has become a “global passport”.
Mr. Diermeier appealed to the Leadership Council to reward
good behavior and punish unethical failings. Do business
with firms employing CFA charterholders, who are bound by
the Code of Ethics. Move business elsewhere if ethics have
been violated with no remedial practices adopted. Ultimately,
lean on the CFA Institute and CFASC. As leaders, this support
will go a long way.
A Leadership Council report was subsequently submitted to
the Board.

2004–05 LEADERSHIP
COUNCIL MEMBERS
Gary P. Brinson, CFA
William J. Brodsky
John A. Canning, Jr.
Duke Chapman 		
Michelle L. Collins
E. David Coolidge, III
James S. Crown 		
Fred Duda, CFA 		
John A. Edinger, CFA
W. James Farrell 		
William C. Foote 		
David W. Fox, Sr. 		
T. Bondurant French, CFA
Christopher B. Galvin
James C. Goss, CFA
King Harris 		
Mellody L. Hobson
Louis A. Holland 		
Donald P. Jacobs 		
Richard M. Jaffee
Edgar D. Jannotta
Dennis J. Keller 		
Robert D. Krebs 		
John S. Lillard 		
Seymour N. Lotsoff, CFA
Andrew McKenna
John W. Madigan 		
R. Eden Martin 		
John W. McCarter, Jr.
Susan N. McDermott, CFA
William A. Mynatt, Jr.
James J. O’Connor
Thomas J. Pritzker
J. Christopher Reyes
John W. Rogers, Jr.
Patrick G. Ryan 		
John F. Sandner 		
Allan C. Sutherland
Laura N. Stern, CFA
James P. Stirling, CFA
Robert J. Stucker 		
Richard L. Thomas
Kevin J. Vandolder, CFA
John R. Walter 		
James F. Whitney, CFA
William Wrigley, Jr.
Paul G. Yovovich 		

GP Brinson Investments
Chicago Board Options Exchange
Madison Dearborn Partners
ABN AMRO Corporation
Svoboda, Collins, LLC
William Blair & Company, LLC
Henry Crown & Company
Harris Investment Management, Inc.
Bank of America
Illinois Tool Works, Inc.
USG Corporation
Northern Trust Company
Adams Street Partners, LLC
Motorola, Inc.
Barrington Research Associates, Inc.
Harris Holdings, Inc.
Ariel Capital Management, Inc.
Holland Capital Management, LP
Kellogg School of Management
Oil-Dri Corp. of America
William Blair & Company, LLC
DeVry, Inc.
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corporation
Wintrust Financial Corporation
Lotsoff Capital Management
Schwarz Paper Company
Tribune Company
The Commercial Club of Chicago
The Field Museum
Stratford Advisory Group
Dovenmuehle Mortgage, Inc.
Commonwealth Edison Company
Pritzker Organization
Reyes Holdings, LLC
Ariel Capital Management, LLC
Aon Corporation
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Illinois Tool Works, Inc.
Prudential Retirement
UBS
Vedder, Price, Kaufman & Kammholz, P.C.
JPMorgan Chase & Company
Ennis, Knupp & Associates
AT & T Corporation
Frye Louis Capital Management
William Wrigley, Jr. Company
Lake Capital
As of 6/30/2005
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The CFA Society of Chicago
(CFASC) makes it a priority to
regularly celebrate the achievements of its talented members.

SOCIETY AWARD
RECIPIENTS
The CFA Society of Chicago (CFASC) makes it a priority
to regularly celebrate the achievements of its talented
members. Recognition is awarded for both career accomplishments and contributions as volunteers performing
functions that benefit the membership.
Hortense Friedman Award:
In 2004-05, at CFASC’s October 27, 2004 Annual Dinner
at Chicago’s Four Seasons Hotel, William Gray III received
CFASC’s highest distinction, the Hortense Friedman
Award. This honor is named for a founding CFASC board
member and prominent institutional investor who was
also a pioneering female achiever in the profession. It
is bestowed periodically on a Chicago investor who has
exhibited outstanding professional leadership and commitment to excellence. Exceptional performance as a
volunteer leader in organizations like CFASC is a typical
way these characteristics are manifested.
Mr. Gray is the retired Chief Investment Officer at Harris
Bank who also served as a former president of CFASC
and as an organizer of the predecessor professional bodies that ultimately evolved into CFA Institute. Active in the
efforts to establish the highest standards of professional
education within the investment industry, he has
authored articles for the Financial Analysts Journal
considered classics. He continues his longstanding service to CFASC through his current role as society historian.
Advisory Group Volunteers of the Year:
In addition to lifetime achievements, CFASC recognizes
those members who played especially significant roles
across the various operations of the society. Individuals are designated for this honor by their advisory group
chairpersons, with awards presented at an event that
also welcomes new members who joined CFASC in the
preceding year. On January 20, 2005 at the Hotel Allegro
in Chicago, the following advisory group volunteers were
so honored:
Annual Dinner: John Simmons, CFA
Candidate Services: Dave DeCoste, CFA
Career Management: Treasa Moran
C.F.A. (Cultivating Female Ambition): Laura Stern, CFA
Communications: Eric Ause, CFA
Education: Steve Riley, CFA
Job Placements: Gregory Witt, CFA
Lunch Programs: Jim Stirling, CFA
Recruitment: Brian Schuster
Social Events: Patrick Thompson, CFA
Technology: Sarah Hemmer, CFA
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TRENDS
ANNUAL REVENUE AND
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TRENDS
TOTAL CFASC
MEMBERS
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In FY 2003-2004, the Society decided to decrease the number of luncheon programs
(from a high in FY 2002-2003 of 33 luncheons, averaging 85 guests) in exchange for
fewer, higher quality luncheon programs. In 2004-2005, the Society hosted 12 luncheon programs, with an average attendance of 158 guests at each event.
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ADVISORY GROUP
SUMMARIES
Annual Dinner
At the 2004 Annual Dinner in October, the Society welcomed nearly 200 new Charterholders. James Grant,
from “Grant’s Interest Rate Observer”, gave the keynote
address to 500 members and guests at the Four Seasons Hotel. This year, The Annual Dinner Advisory Group
streamlined the sponsorship levels and added new benefits. The Advisory Group also broadened participation by
increasing the total number of corporate sponsors. The
event generated a modest profit, the first ever for this
event.
Candidate Services
The Candidate Services Advisory Group serves and supports Chicago’s CFA candidate community throughout the
CFA examination process. For all candidates, it strives to
facilitate their CFA exam preparatory efforts, introduce
candidates to the CFA Society of Chicago, provide motivation and support, and ultimately enable successfully
completion of the CFA certification process.
In 2004-05, we successfully coordinated 22 study groups
for the June and December CFA exams. We also coordinated and awarded the CFA Study Scholarships for the
June 2005 CFA examinations. Finally, we placed “Good
Luck” calls to over 500 CFA candidates prior the exams.
Career Management
The Career Management Advisory Group (CMAG) focuses
on programs that assist CFA charterholders in enhancing their careers. Events are held after-hours and cover a
broad range of topics including resume writing, networking, and salary negotiation.

C.F.A. – Cultivating Female Ambition
The C.F.A. Advisory Group is an alliance of dedicated
women investment professionals. Its mission is to recognize the importance of women’s contributions to the CFA
Society of Chicago (CFASC), to the investment industry,
and to the local community. It accomplishes its goals by
organizing diverse events, including (i) presentations by
specialists in areas of interest and by prominent women
in the industry, (ii) small group discussions, (iii) co-sponsoring opportunities consistent with our mission, and (iv)
new programs designed to increase the visibility of women members and to promote a more active network for
women investment professionals. It also works closely
with the Board of Directors to implement the “Investing in
the Community” program.
For its inaugural event in 2004/05, it highlighted women’s contributions to CFASC via a panel discussion featuring former society presidents Michelle Moreno, Nancy
Sindelar and Laura Stern. It also designed protocols for
community involvement in future years, having begun
this dimension of volunteer activity by assisting the Family Rescue organization, a group dedicated to alleviating
domestic violence in the Chicago community.
It also plans to encourage other investment societies
within the CFA Institute network to organize comparable
advisory groups focused on women’s contributions to our
industry. Ultimately, it hopes to increase the percentage
of female CFASC members and female CFA charter
holders.

In 2004-05 CMAG completed its first year as a standalone advisory group and its second complete year of
specialized career management programming with 4
well-attended events. The group provides innovated, specialized career management programs for CFASC members and guests. CMAG also provides website resources
such as past event articles and links to top CFA employers in Chicago.
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ADVISORY GROUP
SUMMARIES
Communications
The Communications Advisory Group (CAG) informs key
audiences, both internal and external, about CFASC and
its members. It publishes The Efficient Frontier, CFASC’s
quarterly newsletter. It develops public awareness of
CFASC through working relationships with print and
broadcast media. It maintains contacts with CFA Institute
on issues of mutual interest like advocacy. It supports the
marketing of society programs/activities and the efforts
to improve member satisfaction.
In 2004-05, CAG produced ongoing features commemorating the society’s 80th anniversary and the launches
of new society advisory groups to enhance its newsletter
coverage. It introduced new groups of reporters to CFASC
via keynote events and generated placement of related
stories at major media outlets such as the Chicago
Tribune and Bloomberg News. It expanded notice of
member accomplishments via a “Members in the News”
page on the CFASC website.
Starting this year and continuing into 2005-06, it extended the branding effort related to the society’s renaming from the Investment Analysts Society of Chicago to
CFASC. In concert with the Finance Advisory Group, it
began the preparations leading to this inaugural annual
report. Finally, other future goals include teaming with
CFA Institute on broader outreach efforts through instruments like the new Center for Financial Market Integrity
and supporting CFASC’s expanded recognition efforts to
encourage member volunteering within our society.
Education
Our Education Advisory Group delivered on its goal of
fewer but higher quality events, with greater turnout and
audience satisfaction!
In March, 2005, we staged a major academic research
conference, co-sponsored with other Midwestern investment societies. Entitled “The Latest in Equity and Fixed
Income Research”, it convened an impressive array of
academic and industry research professionals, including
Howard Schilit – CFRA, Frank Reilly – Notre Dame, Keith
Anderson – Blackrock Financial, Ed Altman – NYU Stern.
This full day event drew 300 attendees, with 92% of attendees either satisfied or very satisfied with the overall
quality of the content and the speakers.

Additionally, we staged an Alternate Investments seminar
in November, 2004, a half-day program with 95 attendees. It featured private equity and hedge fund market
participants, including Jim Bianco – Bianco Research,
Bon French, CFA–Adams Street Partners, Roxanne
Martino - President and CIO, Harris Alternatives. We also
conducted a “Fundamentals of Investing” course, held
each fall to provide new practitioners with solid grounding in foundation concepts in finance. Both offerings also
received extremely positive customer satisfaction ratings.
Our 2005-06 goals will be to: 1) Continue offering high
quality, practitioner-oriented educational content 2) Include wealth management and alternative investments in
the core curriculum. 3) Keep pricing at accessible levels
for members, with any surplus funds invested in obtaining top caliber participants from academia and industry.
Finance
The newly formed Finance Advisory Group supports the
CEO and Treasurer in all aspects of CFASC’s internal
finances. We have discussed investment of short and
long-term reserves, updated accounting policies and
procedures to reflect the new operating environment, and
contributed to the preparation of monthly financials and
the annual report.
Job Placements
The Job Placements Advisory Group is responsible for
attracting employers who will post jobs for the exclusive
on-line access of our members. We reach out to local and
national firms, soliciting new relationships and maintaining existing ones. Annual subscription and individual
posting opportunities are offered.
In 2004-05, we achieved a 54% increase in the number
of jobs posted. To encourage annual subscriptions by
listing firms, we raised the fee for individual postings.
Member usage of the postings increased 249% over the
prior year period, with the last fiscal quarter seeing an
average of 5,400 monthly views.
For 2005-06, we hope to extend the roster of posting
firms, particularly annual subscribers, and to reorganize
our volunteers into teams focusing on four categories of
activity: Ad Hoc Postings, Annual Subscribers, Recruiters,
and Other Job Boards. We continue to strive for more
postings, more member usage, and making a financial
contribution to the Society.
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ADVISORY GROUP
SUMMARIES
Luncheon Program
The Luncheon Program Advisory Group is responsible for
scheduling prominent corporate executives, asset managers, government officials, and nationally recognized
academics to discuss issues of importance at luncheon
meetings. Events are held monthly, with over 150 investment professionals and media typically in attendance. In
the 2004-2005 period, speakers included: Paul McCulley,
Ben Bernanke, William Dudley, Jamie Dimon, and Michael
Moskow. The group’s goal is to continue to deliver quality
speakers to educate and enrich investment professionals
in the Chicago community.
Social
The Social Advisory Group organizes informal recreational
activities to increase contacts and fellowship among
society members. It aspires to continue generating
interesting ideas to enable peers to network and bond in
entertaining settings. Our wine tasting party was an educational as well as an enjoyable event. Chicago Bulls and
Cubs games were the fun sports excursions attended by
Society members. In addition, several happy hours were
hosted in the city and in the suburbs.
The Social Advisory Group also developed a special opportunity to discover and challenge substantive ideas on
investments. Entitled the “Investment Exchange Forum”,
this CFASC members-only activity offers a venue combining social networking along with the education aspect
of discussing investment concepts across the full range
of asset classes and money management strategies.
It convenes related quarterly meetings featuring reputable, relevant speakers, with total meeting participation
limited to 25 CFASC members who each come prepared
to mention a specific investment idea appropriate for the
session’s theme.

Recruitment
The Recruitment Advisory Group exists to maximize the
membership base through programs designed to retain
existing members and recruit prospective members. This
goal is accomplished primarily through email solicitations
and calling programs undertaken by volunteers.
In 2004-05, the Group embarked on a proactive campaign aimed at recruiting non-member CFA candidates,
implemented procedures for identifying and notifying
members with lapsed memberships, and initiated a
calling program for welcoming all new members to the
Society.
Technology
The Technology Advisory Group is responsible for development of the Society’s Web site and database. It
researches and makes recommendations for various
uses of electronic technology to better deliver a variety of
member services, such as reservations and membership
information.
During the past year, we updated the site to reflect member survey comments, and we provided Society leadership with information about active and inactive members.
The site now includes Society governance documents
and Group meeting calendars. Member usage of the
site has reached 15% per month. Over a quarter of the
membership actively signed onto the password-protected
sections during the January-June 2005 period.
For the 2005-06 year we hope to extend the reach of the
site, add Group meeting minutes and an Annual Report
to further the transparency of the Society, and assist the
Society office as it transitions all of its technology access,
support, and back-up to a self-managed status.
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FUTURE SOCIETY-WIDE
GOALS FROM CURRENT
STRATEGIC PLAN
In addition to the specific aims detailed by the individual
advisory groups in their activity reports, CFA Society of
Chicago established an encompassing strategic focus for
2005-06. It is characterized by the phrase, “Develop and
Promote”, defined as follows:

Our Volunteers
Incorporate programs, initiatives, and a culture to recruit,
reward, and stimulate volunteers
1. Emphasizing effective motivation of volunteers will
ensure our dynamism as a society and provide the
energy and ideas to be a truly exceptional organization. Recognizing and cultivating the next generation
of leadership is crucial for us to thrive as a group.
2. Productive techniques can be pursued at all facets
of the organization
• Board – designate a liaison with each advisory
group for ongoing collaboration
• Executive Committee – develop training programs
in aspects of non-profit management for selected
volunteers
• Advisory Groups – Acknowledge special volunteer
efforts at events and in newsletter articles. Inform
volunteers about the specific workings of the
individual groups to facilitate the match between
talents and needs.
• CEO – Seek survey feedback from volunteers,
members, and event participants on their potential
volunteer interests and perspectives on involvement. Implement additional tangible means to
recognize volunteers, such as providing advance
registration opportunities for high demand events
or taking photos at events.
3. Provide opportunities for the training of society
leadership

Our Society and Industry
Further raise our profile in Chicago
1. Promote the membership and volunteers to the
pension fund community, to buy/sell sides, and to
the general public
2. Develop a long term plan for the Leadership Council
Promote Chicago as a principal investment city
• Chicago has been out of the mainstream of the
explosive growth current in the hedge fund industry.
Address how this can be changed for the good.
Design a New Logo To Effectively Build the New “CFA
Society of Chicago” Brand Identity
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